
Here’s the dessert table.  Strategically 
placed where it will be empty, because 
there’s a lineup/gauntlet of idiots queued 
up for the non-desserts/other things!
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Added incentive:  The oblivious gaggle of chatters in turquoise have 
created a small gap.  It proves that they don’t really care about the 
lineup, or the disorganized mob accumulating behind them (notice the 
dead guy who starved waiting in line - he only wanted an ice cream 
from the dessert station -- the other end of the line).
Also, there’s a really good chance that orange mom  will be doing a 
circus act, balancing her plate, and her orange kid’s.  She’s also going 
to have to explain that the yellow things are beans.  
Skinny Pinky will no doubt skip the main dishes, because she only eats 
rabbit food (aka ‘vegan’ -- another tirade), thus, opening a ‘virtual 
vacancy’ in the line-up by the time she ducks out of the lineup.
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This is the current state of line-ups.
... and the way to circumnavigate the idiots.

Why does society accept ‘fast lane’ on highways and ‘stay to the right’ 
on escalators, but freak out when someone cuts in front of a moron?
New societal convention:  FOUR LENGTHS is the minimum acceptable 
gap to all line-cutting.  

[defn: ‘length’ is ‘one fat body width’ -- think ‘length’ in horse racing.]
   

GEO’s BUFFET QUEUE THEORY

Don’t attempt to break in here.  It’s less than 4 
“lengths”.  Besides, the fat guy in purple is just 
puttin’ another gob of sour cream on his two pota-
toes.  You know he’s gonna be going fast -- he’s 
probably starving by now! Get outta his way! he’s 
got to hurry up and make it back in line for sec-
onds!
 

THIS IS YOUR CHANCE! 
You’ve already suffered the lack of an organized line 
to get this point.  The doofus in blue is trying to 
decide between iceberg lettuce, and romaine.  It’s 
going to take a while.  She also has to be told “what 
that yellow stringy thing is”. 
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Plates are placed so early in the 
queue that they encourage people to 
line crash, so GO FOR IT.

Conveniently, breads are usually 
early enough in the lineup that if 
you plan to stay the the lineup, at 
least you can munch on buns.

FILLER FOOD
(aka ‘veggies’)
The loss leader that
idiots get suckered into

MAIN COURSE
(AKA ‘hot food’)
... the only reason to 
be in the line up!


